
Chapter 3 -June 11th 2022

It’s now June 13, 2022 and lots has happened.  The Fairies are presently moving 
into their new cabin.  I call it a cabin because it’s made of Wood & Glass and looks 
like a cabin.  The first “cabin” was made of Cardboard.  

That never worked because after the 2nd or 3rd

RAIN it was caving in.  Fallen down….

The next one was a little smaller but made of
wood & has Glass SKY Light & a Glass Door so
kids can look through the Sky light & see what’s
inside while their mom used her phone’s
flashlight to make it brighter by shiny it in front
door.  Kids can look in and identify what’s
inside.   Have you identified anything?  

The Gnomes built a bigger cabin with a HUGE SKY
LIGHT and a bigger Glass Door that when a Parent
uses their “phone’s Flashlight” to shine in through 
the GLASS door, the Kids see everything in the 
Room…..  
Can you identify any of those items in this large 
Cabin?  



While the Gnomes were
building this Cabin,
they discovered rusty
Nuts & Washers under
the cabin.  At least 100
or more. It’s like the 

Tree ‘pushed’ them
away as it grew larger
and more round.  
The Gnomes thought
they might be part of a 
Treasure…..buried next
to the Tree!   They will
check into that later??? 

Also one night it got
awful wet inside, they
had leaks, so the
gnomes used “plumbers
putty” to seal the leaks.
The next night it was
still wet.  
They checked and they
hit WATER Table so the
Gnomes brought in a
Water pump and installed that, now the fairies have indoor plumbing inside their 
large cabin.  

CAN YOU SEE the Water Pump?  



Fairies really live inside the Tree just like the Gnomes. Can you see where the door 
is on the big cabin?  

I think that are having FISH Tonight because they have a Fish on the Table.  I also 
see a TEA POT?  Do you see a Tea Pot?  

  


